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- I Need Ambient Noise At My Workstation [3]
  So about thirty minutes ago, I was sitting at my desk trying to do some work. And it was quiet. No, it was TOO quiet. I needed some ambient background noise. So I created a thing.

- The Misadventures of Mad Mikhail | Coder Radio 411 [4]
  Mike has a few stories to share, but more importantly a very hard lesson he's going to make sure you damn sure you learn.

- mintCast 359.5 ? FLoC Blocked [5]
  2:30 Linux Innards
  48:43 Vibrations from the Ether
  57:56 Check This Out
  1:08:03 Announcements & Outro
In our Innards section, another stroll down privacy lane

And finally, the feedback and a couple suggestions

- **FLOSS Weekly 627: Beyond the Browser - Intention Byway** [6]

  Browsers and the Web are just one model for making the Internet work. Another is one Doc Searls and his colleagues at Customer Commons are working on: the Intention Byway. With co-hosts Katherine Druckman and Shawn Powers, Doc discusses how it all works: with compute nodes called "intentrons" at the ends and a "byway" for pub-sub messaging in the middle. As a new model, it creates a boundless variety of ways for demand and supply to signal each other in the open marketplace, outside the silos and platforms of the big tech giants. And, of course, it’s all open source.

**GNU Linux**

Source URL: [http://www.tuxmachines.org/node/150583](http://www.tuxmachines.org/node/150583)
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